PROFAB Spiral Pro Pipe Machine

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
PRODUCTION PRODUCTS, INC. PROVIDES THE MOST MODERN INNOVATIVE SPIRAL PIPE MANUFACTURING MACHINE ON THE MARKET TODAY WITH THE PROFAB MODEL 2010

Spiral Pro is an automated system for producing rigid spiral metal pipe from 4 inches (100 mm) in diameter up to 108 inches (2,743 mm) in diameter. This versatile machine enables you to manufacture pipe from a variety of materials including aluminum and galvanized steel up to 14 gauge (2.0 mm) and stainless steel up to 18 gauge (1.2 mm). Computerized pipe dimensions and adjustment data ensure uniform pipe size every time. The Spiral Pro is now available with the optional Gorecutter to cut elbow gore sections from spiral duct, reducing additional operations and saving labor.

Spiral Duct Forming Heads
Spiral Duct Forming Heads are for producing rigid spiral metal and flexible pipe from 4 inches in diameter up to 100 inches in diameter (metric sizes from 108 mm to 2,743 mm). This versatile tooling is Teflon-lined and requires less lubrication than conventional forming heads, allowing new pipe to
be painted or shipped with less labor-intensive prep work, greatly improving your efficiency.
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